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TerraSAR-X Satellite
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TerraSAR-X: High Resolution Interferometry
Tokyo, 300 MHz
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processed by Xiao Ying Cong, DLR/TUM
TerraSAR-X Interferogram: Stromboli Volcano
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Oil spill Kerch Strait, November 2007
TerraSAR-X Stripmap Mode
Oil type: Diesel oil
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Cyclone „Nargis“ Myanmar, May 2008 – TerraSAR-X
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Tsunami 
japanese: 津波, wave in harbor;
津 tsu, harbor und  波 nami, wave
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GITEWS Tsunami Early Warning & Mitigation System








Situation Assessment and Decision Support
BMKG 5in1
Dissemination System
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GMES FP7 Core Services 
Direct action
FP6 closing projects: 
SAFER
GMES Emergency
Response Service- 3 years project
- 54 partners from 16 countries
- strategic management board:
InfoTerra, DLR, eGEOS
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Rapid emergency response with EO data
Data Acquisition
Data Archive





Space & Ground Segment Int‘l Coordination
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Polar Ground Stations for …
… Polar orbiting Earth Observation Satellites
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Laser Communication Terminal (LCT) 
Data rate up to 5,6 Gbps (BPSK)
Space-to-space & Space-to-ground
Tesat-Spacecom, Germany
LCT on SENTINEL-1 & SENTINEL-2 
European Data Relay Satellites 
(EDRS) equipped with Laser 
Communication Terminal (LCT)
Ka-Band to ground
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Launch 2013 Launch 2012
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Earthquake in Haiti –
Analysis with TerraSAR-X
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Supersites on geologically active regions
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Displacements: GPS
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International Charter
on Space and Major Disasters
since 2000 providing a unified system of space
data acquisition and delivery to those
affected by natural or man-made disasters
through Authorized Users. Such as:
Civil Protection & Relief Organisations
National & international (UN)
Members:
Space Agencies & Satellite Operators
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Rapid Emergency Response at DLR German Remote 
Sensing Data Center
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